TEAM SORTING, PENNING AND CHALLENGE
MEMBERS REPRESENTATIVE COUNCIL
(MRC) DIRECTOR

CHARTER
1. Act in a professional manner at all times and represent the ABCRA to the
highest principles and rules of the Association.
2. Promote and represent the ABCRA and Team Sorting, Penning and Challenge
in general in public and in/on any media platform (including social media) in a
professional manner to the highest principles and rules of the Association.
3. Attend meetings and teleconferences throughout the year.
4. Assist producer/committee where required.
5. Ensure ABCRA official dress code is adhered to.
6. Point of contact to provide advice and guidance on ABCRA rules and team
Sorting, Penning and Challenge in general to all competitors, officials and any
person acting in an employed or voluntary capacity at a show.
7. Assist member complaints/issues by liasing between judges and
producers/committees.
8. Enforce the ABCRA event rules applicable to their representative event in a
polite but firm and respectful manner.
9. Liase and advise with judges where necessary and when requested on ABCRA
Rules, Work Health and Safety and Animal Welfare issues.
NOTE: Judges Decision is final. Upon dispute of a judges decision, MRC should
liaise with judge to ensure correct decision is made and judges decision is final.
10. Report any breaches of the ABCRA’s Code of conduct, Rules, Animal Welfare
Code, Work Health and Safety issues to head office in writing immediately for
appropriate consideration and action.
11. Consult with the Board of Directors as required.
12. Assist when requested in providing promotional material & editorial comment.
13. Be available to assist and advise judges on any issue regarding any of the
above.
14. Encourage, mentor and foster young competitors.
15. Represent the ABCRA with a view to encourage the growth of ABCRA Team
Sorting, Penning and Challenge in not only their resided state/area but
nationwide.

I hereby agree to abide by the MRC Charter;
MRC Representative Name: …………………………………………………….
MRC Representative Signature: ……………………..
Date: ………./………./……..

